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ABSTRACT
Data ethics and fairness have emerged as important areas of re-

search in recent years. However, much work in this area focuses

on retroactively auditing and “mitigating bias” in existing, poten-

tially flawed systems, without interrogating the deeper structural

inequalities underlying them. There are not yet examples of how

to apply feminist and participatory methodologies from the start, to
conceptualize and design machine learning-based tools that center

and aim to challenge power inequalities. Our work targets this

more prospective goal. Guided by the framework of data feminism,

we co-design datasets and machine learning models to support

the efforts of activists who collect and monitor data about femini-

cide— gender-based killings of women and girls. We describe how

intersectional feminist goals and participatory processes shaped

each stage of our approach, from problem conceptualization to

data collection to model evaluation. We highlight several method-

ological contributions, including 1) an iterative data collection and

annotation process that targets model weaknesses and interrogates

framing concepts (such as who is included/excluded in “femini-

cide”), 2) models that explicitly focus on intersectional identities

rather than statistical majorities, and 3) a multi-step evaluation

process—with quantitative, qualitative and participatory steps—

focused on context-specific relevance. We also distill insights and

tensions that arise from bridging intersectional feminist goals with

ML. These include reflections on how ML may challenge power,

embrace pluralism, rethink binaries and consider context, as well

as the inherent limitations of any technology-based solution to

address durable structural inequalities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data ethics and fairness have become active areas of research in

recent years. Work in this vein often focuses on “mitigating bias”

in harmful systems, building “fair” or “transparent” algorithms,

or performing retroactive audits. While these developments are

important, they typically locate the source of injustice in individual

people or specific technical systems, and solutions that emerge

often take the form of “technological Band-Aids” [29, p. 60].

Alternate framings of data and algorithms are emerging which

are rooted in considerations of power and justice [6, 10, 24, 25,

29, 61]. These trace the root cause of “biased” systems not to indi-

vidual programmers or design decisions, but rather, to the deeper

structural inequalities in which data-driven systems are embedded.

Inspired by this framing, and with a feminist lens, we ask the ques-

tion posed by D’Ignazio and Klein in Data Feminism: “why should

we settle for retroactive audits of potentially flawed systems if we

can design with a goal of co-liberation from the start?” [29, p. 63]

However, to our knowledge, there are not yet examples of how

to apply feminist and participatory methodologies throughout the

entire machine learning (ML) life cycle, to conceptualize and design

ML tools that center and aim to challenge power inequalities. We

target this more prospective goal through a concrete case study

that asks how digital, data-driven tools can support the efforts of

activists who collect and monitor data on the topic of feminicide (or

femicide) — broadly understood as gender-related killings of women

and girls. Many of these activist organizations use news articles to

find and record instances of feminicide in their region. This process

typically relies on using search queries that return a large fraction

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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of irrelevant results, adding to the arduous labor of monitoring this

kind of violence [28]. Through co-design sessions with groups, we

conceptualized, built, and deployed an ML-based system to deliver

more relevant media results to activists on a regular basis, thus

helping to facilitate their monitoring work.

In our initial pilot of the system, we found that it worked well

for groups that broadly monitored all feminicides in a given region.

However, the results were consistently not relevant for groups

who focused on specific, racialized forms of feminicide (e.g., Black

women in the US killed by police). In this paper, we focus on our

subsequent efforts to perform iterative data collection, modeling

and evaluation steps to build out context-specific models for two

organizations that monitor gender-related killing as it intersects

with white supremacy, state violence and colonialism. Throughout

this process, we take an explicitly feminist approach, both in our

overaching process—which we strive to make iterative, reflexive,

contextual, and participatory—as well as the technology we build.

In particular, we draw on four principles of data feminism that

are most salient to our work: challenge power, embrace pluralism,
consider context, and rethink binaries and hierarchies. We describe

how these goals shaped each stage of our approach, from problem

conceptualization to data collection to model evaluation.

We highlight several methodological contributions, including 1)

a data collection process in which we iteratively identify and in-

corporate context-specific examples that target model weaknesses,

2) annotation and modeling methods that incorporate sociohistor-

ical context and explicitly focus on intersectional identities, and

3) a three-stage evaluation process—with quantitative, qualitative

and participatory steps— focused on real-world, context-specific

usefulness.

At the same time, we acknowledge the ongoing tensions we

grappled with, and areas where our tools currently fall short. In

doing so, our contribution is two-fold: we describe our approach to

this specific case study in detail, but also aim to provide inspiration

for how to mobilize intersectional feminist values in technology

more generally. We conclude with the idea that intersectional femi-

nist and participatory ML is possible, but that the creators of such

systems should consider themselves in the humble and bounded

role of supporting and sustaining activist efforts to shift power.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 Power, Oppression, and Intersectional

Feminism
Our work builds on intersectional feminist thought, and stems from

the acknowledgement that power is not equally distributed in the

world. By power, we refer to configurations of structural privilege,

in which certain groups experience unearned advantages— i.e., be-

cause they control the dominant institutions of law, education and

culture [17, 29, p. 24]. Systems of oppression arise because of the

unequal distribution of power, and involve the systematic mistreat-

ment of certain groups of people by others. There are many domi-

nant and marginalized identities in society, and forms of oppression

manifest differently across them. For example, gender oppression

takes the form of cissexism, heterosexism and patriarchy, while

racial oppression manifests in racism and white supremacy. Other

forms of oppression include ableism, colonialism and classism.

These various dimensions of disempowerment converge in com-

plex and unique ways for groups and individuals [21]. The concept

of intersectionality provides a contrast to single-axis or additive

views of how discrimination manifests. Intersectional feminism is

grounded in a long history of Black feminist thought stretching

back to at least the mid-1800s [60] and into the present day [18],

and conceptualized in particular by Kimberlé Crenshaw [20] and

the Combahee River Collective [16]. Intersectionality comprises an

analytical framework based on the premise that different systems of

power are interdependent, “mutually constructing one another” and

producing complex social inequalities that fundamentally shape

both individual and group experiences [18, p. 16].

An intersectional view situates all systems of oppression as in-

terlocking axes that construct what Patricia Hill Collins names the

matrix of domination [17]. The matrix of domination describes four

interrelated domains that operate at different scales of granular-

ity, from interpersonal to institutional, shaping society and human

actions. These include the structural domain, where oppression is

organized and codified in law and policy; the disciplinary domain,

where it is enforced through bureaucracy and hierarchy; the hege-

monic domain, in which oppressive ideas are circulated through

culture and media; and the interpersonal domain, which captures

the everyday lived experiences of individuals. Different systems of

oppression manifest across each domain to different degrees and

generate dynamics of subordination and vulnerability in varying

ways. Ultimately, they converge to create very real consequences,

such as the invisibility of violence against women of color [21].

Together, intersectionality and the matrix of domination show

that there are not clean cut distinctions between victims and oppres-

sors; rather, each individual “derives varying amounts of penalty

and privilege from the multiple systems of oppression which frame

everyone’s lives” [17]. This understanding motivates the goal of

co-liberation: the idea that dismantling interlocking systems of op-

pression is necessary for everyone’s collective freedom.

2.2 Participatory and Feminist ML
While intersectionality and the matrix of domination are conceptual
models for how inequality is structured and reinforced, expanding

participation is often suggested as a method for rectifying imbal-

ances of power. Sloane et al. [72] survey three main forms that “par-

ticipation” has taken in ML. Most frequently, much of ML involves

participation as work, where people (often unknowingly) contribute

examples [35] and annotations [63] to large-scale datasets, e.g.,

through systems that monitor activity [66] or scrape web data [26].

This work is typically unacknowledged and poorly compensated

(if at all), and it does not meaningfully integrate user perspectives

[7, 40].

More recently, there has been increasing awareness of the impor-

tance of more meaningful community and end user participation

during the development of machine learning systems [52]. This can

take the form of participation as consultation [72], where stakehold-

ers are consulted at specific points throughout the development

process for need-finding or feedback [9, 13, 56]. While potentially

promising, this setup is inherently top-down, “designing for” groups
rather than committing to their ongoing inclusion [36, 57, 77]. In
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contrast, participation as justice involves more long-term relation-

ships with participants “based on mutual benefit, reciprocity, equity

and justice” [72]. These types of approaches focus on “designing

with” communities to ensure outcomes are valuable to diverse and

minoritized stakeholders [45]. Participation as justice— i.e., center-

ing the voices of marginalized groups throughout the whole ML life

cycle— is critical if we want to design for the goal of co-liberation.

However, while such participatory approaches have been more

widely explored in peripheral domains (e.g., participatory action re-

search [5], design justice [19], disability justice [41], environmental

justice [3]), they are fairly rare in practice during ML development.

Some examples from recent years focus on community-oriented

educational materials: for example, the Algorithmic Equity Toolkit

is a set of tools for recognizing and understanding algorithmic sys-

tems co-designed with community stakeholders [48]; similarly, “A

People’s Guide to AI” [62] aims to create accessible educational

materials about AI tools and their consequences. Others target spe-

cific points during the development process: e.g., the Contextual

Analysis of Social Media (CASM) approach is a method for data

labeling in which community expertise shapes a team-based an-

notation process [64]. In our work, we use intersectional feminist

thought as a guide for understanding how to incorporate meaning-

ful participation throughout the entire ML life cycle, from problem

conceptualization to system evaluation and deployment.

Other work has considered the implications of feminist episte-

mologies to areas of ML. For example, Hancox-Li and Kumar [42]

apply the frameworks of situated knowledge and standpoint theory

[44] to understand the values implicit in feature importance meth-

ods. Barabas et al. [4] explore how the concept of “studying up” [59]

could be used to reorient ML research questions to better confront

power. Gray and Witt [39] outline a mix of technical, social and

cultural interventions that constitute a feminist data ethics of care

approach to ML. And Buolamwini and Gebru [11] bring an inter-

sectional lens to model evaluation, considering the performance of

facial analysis systems not only across skin tones or across genders,

but also across specific intersections of them. Our own work specif-

ically builds on the framework laid out in Data Feminism, which

introduces seven principles for thinking about and using data that

are “informed by direct experience, by a commitment to action, and

by intersectional feminist thought” [29].

2.3 Feminicide, Counterdata Collection and
Media Analysis

The term femicide [68] is broadly understood to mean the gender-

related killings of women and girls [34]. Latin American feminists

have built on this work and introduced the term feminicidio (femini-
cide), as a way to capture the systemic nature of this violence and the

role of the state in enabling it through either omission, negligence

or complicity [54]. Activists in Latin America have also played a

pivotal role in bringing worldwide attention to the issue of femi-

nicide through powerful demonstrations and movement-building,

and eighteen countries have instituted legislation criminalizing

feminicide [14]. However, policies to ensure adequate information

collection have not followed, and official government data on gen-

der violence and feminicide remain incomplete, difficult to access,

infrequently updated, contested, and underreported due to stigma,

victim-blaming, or matters of legal interpretation [8, 37, 50, 70, 76].

Incomplete or inaccurate records of feminicide can be understood as

missing data, resulting from power imbalances— across all four do-

mains of the matrix of domination— in the collection environment.

Missing data masks the systemic nature of this violence, allowing

it to go unpunished. In this sense, the lack of information can be

interpreted as an active form of “women disempowerment” [53], in

the constructed process of gendered delegitimization that results

from heteroimposed “patriarchal pacts” [2] and normative violence

[12]. “In such a framing, women are set up to be forgettable. Ig-

norable. Dispensable— from culture, from history, and from data.

And so, women become invisible” [22, p. 21]. This is particularly

true for groups at the intersection of patriarchy and other forces

of domination, like settler colonialism, and the movement around

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women, Girls and Two Spirit

people (MMIWG2) was founded to challenge the invisibility of this

violence.

When the state and its institutions fail to collect important data,

civil society organizations increasingly step in to fill these gaps, per-

forming counterdata collection as a way to regain empowerment,

legitimization, and visibility [23, 29, 58]. Counterdata science prac-

tices mount an explicit challenge to the data practices (collection,

analysis, deployment, visualization, ethics, values) of mainstream,

well-resourced “counting institutions” such as governments and

corporations [27]. As Alice Driver notes in the case of Mexico, “the

most accurate records of feminicide are still kept by individuals,

researchers, and journalists, rather than by the police or a state or

federal institution” [30, p. 7].

In the absence of reliable “official” data sources, anti-feminicide

activists in the field build significant data acquisition pipelines to

support creating databases of incidents from media reports. From

a data perspective, this work is similar to media analysis projects

undertaken in computational social science where informatic tasks

include event detection, content extraction, classification, and entity

extraction. Platforms such as Media Cloud [69] and GDelt [55]

aggregate and collate news stories from the open web to support

media research projects. Various projects support extracting and

annotating content from news corpora to identify entities, dates,

and more [33, 46]. Researchers have combined those systems, and

built others, to study the emergence of protest movements, creating

automated classification systems to analyze their representation in

the news [43]. Others have built systems to automatically detect

and extract victims of police killings in the US [49], and analyze

shifts in narrative frames employed by the media to discuss them

[81].

3 CASE STUDY: DATA AGAINST FEMINICIDE
The Data Against Feminicide project — co-organized by the Data +

Feminism Lab at MIT, Feminicidio Uruguay, and the Latin American

Initiative for OpenData (ILDA)— is an initiative intended to support

feminicide data activists through knowledge-sharing, technology

development and community building. Since 2020, the project has

conducted semi-structured interviews with 31 monitoring organiza-

tions based mainly in the Americas, with a focus on Latin America.

Through these interviews, it became clear that most organizations

use media articles to identify cases of feminicide in their regions
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[28]. However, a consistent issue is that many of the articles re-

trieved via search queries are not relevant. In practice, activists

spend much of their time reading articles that are not instances of

feminicide (but that might describe other violent or traumatizing

events) in order to find the minority that are feminicide, which is

both emotionally taxing and time consuming.

Through co-design sessions with groups, we conceptualized,

built, and deployed an ML-based system to deliver more relevant

media results to activists on a regular basis (referred to from here

as Email Alerts). The system uses news content from Media Cloud,

an open source platform for analysis of online news [69]. A partic-

ular organization using the Email Alerts system can customize a

search query and set of place-based media sources to best suit their

project needs. Media Cloud then retrieves matching articles from

its continually updated database of global news stories, which are

run through a machine learning model we developed that predicts

the probability that the article will be relevant to the organization

(i.e., describes an instance of feminicide). Articles above a partic-

ular probability threshold (which defaults to 0.75) are sorted by

the probability of feminicide and delivered in a daily email digest

(matching activists’ existing workflows) and can also be viewed in

an online dashboard.

Our focus in this paper is on the development and evaluation

of the ML models used to filter articles. For our initial prototype,

we collected and annotated two datasets of 399 and 424 articles,

respectively: the first in English, in collaboration with Women

Count USA (a US-based activist group), and the second in Spanish, in

collaboration with a Feminicidio Uruguay (a Uruguay-based activist

group). This data was used to train two language-specific logistic

regression models to predict the probability of feminicide from the

text of an article. The English and Spanish models achieved 84.8%

and 81.6% accuracy in 5-fold cross-validation, respectively. Further

details about data collection, annotation, and model performance

for this initial iteration can be found in D’Ignazio et al. [32].

Our results with this initial version of themodel served as a proof-

of-concept that such a system could reduce the burden of labor for

activists in this space, and in Spring 2021, we ran a two-month pilot

with seven groups to gauge if and how it would help in practice.

The pilot was run simultaneously in Spanish and English, with four

groups based in the United States, one group in Uruguay, and two

groups in Argentina. Among the four English groups, we received

dramatically different feedback about the model’s performance.

Women Count USA, which monitors all US feminicides, reported

that the results were overall very relevant and useful. Another or-

ganization, Black Femicide US, monitors femicides of Black women

and reported mixed but still useful results, with around 4 out of ev-

ery 10 articles the system sent being relevant. Both have continued

using the system in their work. However, the system did not source

relevant results for two organizations in particular, both of which

monitor specific, intersectional types of feminicide: 1) Sovereign

Bodies Institute (SBI), a group who tracks missing and murdered

Indigenous women, girls, and two spirit people (MMIWG2) and 2)

the African American Policy Forum (AAPF), who monitor police vi-

olence against Black women as part of the #SayHerName campaign.

Feedback from these groups consistently showed a lack of rele-

vant articles being returned by the system, despite modifying the

search queries to add relevant terms. The groups’ frustration could

be heard in comments in focus groups and weekly surveys—for

example, an activist from SBI wrote, “The majority of articles are

not relevant to our focus, which means I’m actually spending more

time than usual trawling through potential additions because I’m

reviewing so many more news articles than usual.” As we reached

the conclusion of the pilot, it became apparent that groups dealing

with general feminicides (i.e., all women killed in a specific region)

were muchmore satisfied with the tools than groups that monitored

more intersectional forms of such violence.

Our participatory development and evaluation processes made it

clear that the model needed to be adjusted to better serve projects

with more targeted monitoring needs. A commitment to intersec-

tionality means that systems should work not only for the main-

stream, majority use case, but also for those on the margins; and it

means acknowledging that this might require dedicating additional

time and resources to these specific intersectional use cases. With

agreement from the two groups, we went through further itera-

tive data collection, modeling and evaluation steps to deploy new

models for their specific monitoring needs. The rest of the paper

focuses on motivating and describing this development process,

the resulting models, and the underlying theoretical prompts this

project creates for those working to create participatory approaches

to machine learning informed by intersectional feminism.

4 IMAGINING AN INTERSECTIONAL
FEMINIST APPROACH TO ML

Throughout this project, we strive to take an explicitly feminist

approach, both in the technology we built and our overarching

process. To do so, we build on the intersectional feminist princi-

ples proposed by Data Feminism [29]. In this section, we focus on

four principles that are most salient to our work: challenge power,
embrace pluralism, consider context, and rethink binaries and hier-
archies. We describe how they shaped our research questions, our

approach, and the resultant tools we built. At the same time, we

acknowledge the ongoing tensions we grappled with, and areas

where our tools currently fall short. Our goal is both to illustrate our

approach to this specific case study, as well as provide inspiration

for how to mobilize intersectional feminist values in technology

more generally.

4.1 Challenge Power
Focusing on the problem of gender-related violence might seem

like it is inherently challenging power. However, there are many

possible directions within this space that could be pursued—not all

of which challenge power to the same extent. A deeper examination

of how unequal power manifests in each domain of the matrix of

domination guides what we choose to build and who we work

with. For example, in the structural domain, we understand that

data about feminicide is missing in large part because the state and

its institutions neglect to collect and report adequate information

about it. Activists who collect counterdata challenge and hold these

institutions accountable, reclaiming power in the process. With

an intersectional lens, we can further understand how unequal

power manifests differently for people or groups fighting multiple,

intersecting systems of oppression. In the disciplinary domain, for

example, victim blaming and a failure to investigate are particularly
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prominent when the victim is Black or when the case involves police

violence [31]. In the hegemonic domain, biased media narratives

misgender or ignore trans people, disregard Indigenous identity, or

stigmatize and blame sex workers for violence inflicted on them

[73, 79].

Throughout our work, then, rather than support governmental

organizations or large international NGOs, we collaborate with and

build tools in service of civil society activists. Moreover, to truly

challenge power involves not only getting our tools to work for

the broadest, majority group, but also for those on the margins

who are face multiple intersecting oppressions. Here, we choose

to work with a range of organizations monitoring feminicides,

including those with specific, intersectional focuses (e.g., Black

women in the US killed by the police). And in practice, throughout

the development process, the problems we focus on center around

getting our system to work equally well for groups monitoring

intersectional violence, rather than only improving upon a singular

version that primarily benefits the general, majority cases.

4.2 Embrace Pluralism
To embrace pluralism means insisting that “the most complete

knowledge comes from synthesizing multiple perspectives, with

priority given to local, Indigenous, and experiential ways of know-

ing” [29, p. 125]. Embracing pluralism explicitly calls for the use

of participatory methods throughout the ML process, from project

inception through deployment, in support of “locally informed,

ground-truthed insights that derive from many perspectives.”

This principle fundamentally shapes our research process, which

is iterative and participatory. The project is co-led by three people

with diverse backgrounds and positionalities, including a counter-

data activist who helped surface the value of activists’ situated

knowledge from the start. The ideas we chose to develop were

brainstormed in participatory co-design sessions with two activist

groups working in different contexts, and piloted with seven orga-

nizations across four countries. A pluralistic process helps enable
conceptual pluralism—wherein the framing of the problem is cog-

nisant of and affirms the value of multiple perspectives rather than

enforcing a single ground truth. For example, while developing our

datasets and models, we collected and annotated data in collabo-

ration with each group, with the understanding that a case that

was relevant to one group might not be relevant to another, and

vice versa. And importantly, our goal is to support the work that

activists are already doing—not to replace or override it.

4.3 Consider Context
To consider context means acknowledging that “data are not neutral

or objective” [29, p. 149]. Rather, data— and missing data— are the

product of unequal social relations, and this context is critical for

accurate and ethical analysis.

In our project, the importance of context became clear after

our first phase of model development, in which we used the same

language-specific feminicide-detection model for each of the pilot

organizations. While some groups (in particular, those that broadly

monitored all types of feminicide) found they were receiving rele-

vant results, others (those that focused on specific, intersectional

cases, such as MMIWG2) struggled to find any relevant results at

all. If we think about the data (which in our case, are news articles)

as being produced within the context of intersecting systems of

oppression, we can understand that the way that different forms of

violence are reported about (as well as if they are reported about at

all) can be vastly different. For example, cases of MMIWG2 are often

under-reported; and when they are reported, the articles often omit

Indigenous identity or other key information [38]. Cases involving

police violence are often written with biased, victim-blaming nar-

ratives [31]. In addition, we found that many US-based Indigenous

news sources are published as PDFs, a model of distribution that

wasn’t readily ingestible by Media Cloud, which was built to sup-

port the dominant form of RSS-based syndication and distribution.

As we found, by not considering this context, a one-size-fits-all

model fails on these types of cases.

In subsequent rounds of development and evaluation, we have

built out different models for groups that work in different contexts

and face different challenges. In part, this involved iterative, context-

specific data collection/annotation in collaboration with each group.

Our evaluation is also multi-step and contextual, acknowledging

that a model that works for one group might not work for another,

and that a model that performs well on a test sample might perform

differently once deployed in a real-world context.

4.4 Rethink Binaries and Hierarchies
Rethinking binaries and hierarchies means “challenging the gender

binary, along with other systems of counting and classification that

perpetuate oppression” [29, p. 18]. As mentioned previously, we

intentionally work not only with groups that view their work as

recording “feminicide,” but also with those that monitor other types

of gendered and racialized violence. We annotate the datasets for

each group in accordance with what they consider relevant, rather

than an arbitrary binary gender label.

However, our ability to challenge binaries and categorization

schemes is an ongoing limitation of this work. While many activist

organizations do include murders of trans people in their definition

of feminicide, for example, these cases tend to be recorded much

less frequently. The reasons for this are complex, but include a lack

of legal protections in the structural domain, misgendering and

victim-blaming in the disciplinary domain, and media bias in the

hegemonic domain. LGBTQ+ activists have overcome some of these

barriers by relying on community members and ally networks to

identify trans violence. News article-based ML classifiers would

not be as helpful for this work, and may even perpetuate erasure

by learning victims’ incorrect genders.

Even beyond gender, choosing categorization schemes to use in

each dataset brought up unresolved tensions. For example, AAPF

focuses on recording cases of Black women in the US killed in po-

lice violence. We annotated the corresponding dataset with “police

violence” and “feminicide” labels, but did not include a “race” anno-

tation due to the difficulty of inferring it from most news articles.

As a result, ML classifiers trained on this data are not able to cap-

ture the specific intersectional cases of interest, and we aren’t able

to internally evaluate the model’s performance on Black women

specifically.
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other, non-feminicide crimes

+ context-specific positives

specific feminicide cases (from 
org.’s existing database) 

general feminicide cases
+ other, non-feminicide crimes

+ context-specific negatives

specific feminicide cases (from 
org.’s existing database) 

general feminicide cases
+ other, non-feminicide crimes

+ context-specific negative cases

positive 
examples 

negative 
examples 

org.’s existing database 
of relevant cases

relevant 
external 
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false positives 
from previous 

model

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Figure 1: Our data collection process involves iteratively collecting context-specific positives (e.g., by sourcing ground-truth
articles from organizations’ existing databases) and context-specific negatives (e.g., by identifying and collecting types of neg-
ative examples close to the decision boundary, for which the model is underspecified).

5 DEVELOPING CONTEXT-SPECIFIC
FEMINICIDE DETECTION MODELS

In this section, we describe the methods we used to develop and

evaluate context-specific models for SBI and AAPF. This consists

of four main steps: 1) data collection, where we iteratively collect

context-specific examples to target model weaknesses, 2) data anno-

tation, where we re-annotate data with multiple relevant attributes,

3) modeling, where we explore how to build and combine mod-

els that center specific intersectional identities, and 4) evaluation,

where we define appropriate metrics of success and how to assess

them.

5.1 Data Collection
For SBI and AAPF, we collected additional data and trained models

in an iterative process to target model weaknesses. The data we

use are news articles, and a single example is a string containing

the article full text.

Round 1. The initial pilot model was trained with general fem-

inicide cases as positive examples and non-feminicides (usually

other crimes) as negative examples. While this model was useful

for broadly monitoring feminicide, it was not context-specific, and

returned mostly unrelated cases for groups with a specific intersec-

tional focus.

Round 2. In the subsequent round of context-specific data collec-

tion, we asked groups to send us articles they had already collected

in their existing databases, which we used as positive examples. In

line with embracing pluralism, this entailed a shift from a predefined

notion of “feminicide” to a framing of predicting “relevant cases”

for a particular group. We used a sample of cases from our initial

dataset (both general feminicides and non-feminicides) as negative

examples. We then trained models using this data, and deployed

them to the Email Alerts system, to monitor their performance in a

real-world context (i.e., on the thousands of unseen articles pulled

in daily from Media Cloud).

While the returned articles were vaguely relevant to the con-

text (e.g., related to police violence), we still found that they were

not finding the specific cases of interest. With AAPF, for example,

we found that the list of returned articles was often dominated

by police violence against Black men or cases where the police

were investigating other violence, both of which are much more

common in the media than Black women killed by the police. This

shortcoming may be due to an underspecified decision boundary:

while the positive examples we curated from the groups reflected

specific and intersectional cases of interest, the negative examples

were much more general, and did not include many cases close to

the decision boundary. In this failure mode, the model may learn

that positive cases involve police violence, but nothing drives it to

learn the more specific intersectional identities of interest.

For SBI, we noticed a similar pattern—many of the highly-scored

articles were generally about MMIWG2 developments (e.g., task

forces being formed), rather than cases of a particular victim. With-

out context-specific negatives (e.g., MMIWG2-related articles that

don’t describe a particular case of feminicide), the model may have

learned that any MMIWG2 terms indicate a positive article.

Round 3. In the next round of data collection, we focused on col-

lecting more tailored negative examples, using both select external

datasets as well as a sample of the previously unseen false positives

returned by the previous model. For AAPF, we focused on collecting

articles about police violence against Blackmen and cases where the

police were investigating non-police-related violence. We sourced
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Feminicide
Y N

Police Violence
Y 249 168

N 189 136

Table 1: Data breakdown for AAPF.

articles from external datasets such as the Washington Post’s Fatal
Force dataset [67], Guardian’s The Counted dataset [74], and the

Whose Deaths Matter? dataset [81], as well as a sample of the new

false positives returned by the prior model. For SBI, we collected

context-specific negative examples of Indigenous non-feminicides

(e.g. missing or murdered Indigenous men, or articles generally

related to the MMIWG2 movement but not referencing a specific

case) by sampling new false positives.

The data collection process for both organizations highlights the

importance of targeted data collection to find negative examples:

while activists provided lists of articles that can be used as positives,

our work relies on iterative error analysis and data collection to

develop a classifier with high specificity.

5.2 Data Annotation
Even given more context-specific data, the model may still be lim-

ited by the default binary classification setup, in which examples

either have a positive or negative label. In the datasets we compiled

for AAPF and SBI, a positive label indicates the intersection of mul-

tiple identities and/or attributes. For AAPF, for instance, a positive

example is one where there was police violence and the victim was

a Black woman. For SBI, a positive example is one where the victim

is Indigenous and a woman, girl, or two spirit person. With just a

single, positive label, we leave it to the model to learn the complex

decision boundary delineating examples with these intersecting

attributes.

Moreover, treating all negative examples as equally irrelevant

misses the ways in which they may actually be similar to the pos-

itive examples. For example, for AAPF, a case where police shot

a Black man and a case where a white woman was killed by an

intimate partner are both given the same negative label. However,

the former shares the institutional violence and racism present in

the positive cases, while the latter shares the root causes of sexism

and patriarchy.

Annotating articles with multiple attributes allows us to build

models that explicitly take into account the ways in which different

systems of oppression manifest and interplay. For AAPF, we re-

annotated each example with two labels: “police violence” and

“feminicide”. For SBI, we annotated articles with both “MMIWG2-

related/Indigenous news” and “feminicide or missing victim”. The

breakdown of examples (after additional data collection and re-

annotation) in the resulting datasets is shown in Tables 1 and 2. In

both cases, the intersection of the two new annotations represents

a “positive” case. This framing allows us to incorporate this prior

knowledge of the domain into the model architecture rather than

expecting the model to automatically learn the specific intersection

of interest.We expand upon thesemodeling options in the following

section.

Feminicide or missing victim
Y N

MMIWG2-related or
Indigenous news

Y 217 110

N 201 151

Table 2: Data breakdown for SBI.

5.3 Model Development
Given a context-specific set of examples and multiple annotations,

we explored a few different modeling approaches to identify the

intersectional subgroups of interest. In both datasets, there are two

labels: one for whether the article is related to the class of violence

we want to monitor (police violence / missing and murdered In-

digenous people), and one for whether the victim is a woman or

girl (or two spirit person, in the case of SBI). We want to identify

cases where both labels are true, i.e. cases of Black police femi-

nicides for AAPF and cases of missing and murdered Indigenous

women/girls/two spirit people for SBI.

Featurization. We tested two strategies to embed article full-texts:

term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and Tensor-

Flow (TF) Universal Sentence Encoder [15]. In TF-IDF, each article

is converted to a word count vector, with values being normalized

based on their frequency across the training dataset. Rare (< 5th

percentile frequency) and common (> 95th percentile) words are

excluded, along with stop words. Meanwhile, TF’s sentence encoder

is a Transformer-based model [75] trained on unsupervised text

from Wikipedia and news corpuses, and supervised data from the

Stanford NLI (SNLI) corpus. Themodel outputs general-purpose em-

beddings with a variety of higher-order text features, and has been

shown to perform well on tasks such as identifying semantically

similar sentences.

We acknowledge limitations of both these approaches. Since

TF-IDF only relies on word counts, it has trouble disambiguating

the victim, perpetrator, and other people mentioned in an article.

For example, TF-IDF would yield a similar featurization for an ar-

ticle describing a female victim or an article describing a female

perpetrator, since both of those articles would typically have high

counts of she/her pronouns. Though the sentence encoder can the-

oretically distinguish these cases by accounting for interactions

between words, it may have other flaws: e.g. (1) it is trained on a

very general text distribution, so it may ignore or poorly handle

the language specific to our intersectional article set; (2) it con-

denses each article into a 512-dim embedding vector, which may

lose relevant semantics and context.

Classifiers. As alluded to above, we went with the simplest mod-

els that would effectively discriminate our training set. We used

logistic regression (LR) due to its quick training iteration times with

our rapidly evolving datasets and limited computational resources.

More complex decision trees or neural networks did not improve

performance and tended to overfit, while a naive Bayes classifier

did not perform as well as LR.

We tested three different modeling approaches to predict the

intersectional labels which combined two annotations. These ap-

proaches are summarized below:
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(1) Joint: In this approach, we train a single LR on the AND of

the two labels. Positives are articles with both labels TRUE,

while all others are negatives. Because this approach treats

all victims not in the specific category of interest equally as

negatives, Joint is equivalent to a single-label baseline.

(2) Hybrid: We train two LRs independently on all articles, one

for the feminicide label and one for the police violence /

Indigenous-related label. These two predictors’ outputs are

then combined into a single intersectional prediction by

using the product of their probabilities (multiplying worked

better than addition or other weighting schemes).

(3) Contextual Hybrid: This model is similar to Hybrid in

that we multiply the predictions from two LRs, one for each

label. However, the feminicide predictor is made contextual,

in that we only train it on the articles where the auxiliary

label is TRUE. For example, the contextual model for po-

lice feminicides works by training one LR on all articles to

identify police violence, and combining it with another LR

trained only on the police violence articles to distinguish

police feminicides from non-feminicide police violence.

We trained classifiers in Python with the scikit-learn pack-

age [65]. The LR models use L2-regularization, with the strength

optimized via 5-fold cross-validation.

5.4 Model evaluation
Our evaluation methodology consists of three main stages: 1) 5-fold

cross-validation on our current datasets; 2) a monitoring phase

where team members assess model performance on unseen, possi-

bly out-of-distribution data in the real-world deployment context,

and 3) an extended, participatory evaluation with the partner or-

ganization. The aim of this multi-level approach is to ensure that

the models actually serve activists’ needs in deployment, but also

to build a degree of confidence in the models before requesting

partner feedback, to avoid unintentionally over-burdening them.

In Stage 1, we compute internal validation performance by aver-

aging across 5 training-validation splits of the dataset. In Stage 2,
we deploymodels to the Email Alerts system, using the same queries

and media source configurations as each partner organization to

reflect the actual deployment context. We then internally monitor

the results returned by the system each day for approximately two

weeks.

Our quantitative evaluationmetrics for Stages 1 and 2 include the

Area Under Precision-Recall and Receiver Operating Characteristic

curves (AUPRC, AUROC), and Precision@K where K = 50 and 100.

Precision@K measures how many of the articles ranked in the top

K are indeed positives, where the ideal ratio is 1. This metric is

especially relevant to the downstream use case, where we would

want to surface as many relevant cases as possible for an activist

that only has bandwidth to look at a limited set of articles.

We proceed to Stage 3 once the results of Stages 1 and 2 indi-

cate an improved set of models. In this stage—which is currently

ongoing— activists incorporate the new models into their regular

workflows. Each week, we check in to gauge their feedback, both

qualitatively (through semi-structured discussion) and quantita-

tively (through a small set of survey questions focused on result

relevance).

6 RESULTS
Here, we describe both quantitative and qualitative observations for

Stages 1 and 2 of our evaluation. Stage 3 is currently ongoing, and is

a longer-term evaluation in which each organization integrates the

system into their workflow over a two-month period. While this

is a necessary and important part of a feminist and participatory

evaluation process, the analysis and results from this stage comprise

a separate and significant contribution outside of the scope of this

paper.

We also note that “success” can manifest in different ways be-

yond typical metrics— for example, in the extent to which trust is

built with partner organizations, power and resources are shared,

community is built, or future work is imagined [29]. In our project,

beyond these three evaluative stages, we were humbled by both

AAPF and SBI’s willingness to extend their partnership with us,

despite the initial tool not meeting their needs. Both participated

as panel speakers in a community event our team organized for

feminicide activists and spoke to the value of the collaboration [1].

6.1 Stage 1
After our additional data collection and annotation steps, we per-

formed an internal quantitative evaluation of the different model

architectures for both SBI and AAPF with 5-fold cross-validation.

We found that for the classifiers predicting the auxiliary label

(e.g., police violence / Indigenous-related), TF-IDF featurization

seemed to work better than the Universal Sentence Encoder em-

beddings. For example, for AAPF, the police violence predictor was

able to identify police violence from words alone: many of these

articles describe the officers involved and police-specific types of

force, while they do not include words about domestic violence or

other types of civilian assaults. Similarly, for SBI, cases explicitly

framed as MMIWG2 typically include the exact phrase “missing

and murdered,” which can be identified effectively via word counts.

Thus, a word count-based featurization (TF-IDF) was sufficient.

The reverse was true for the feminicide predictors, where the

Universal Sentence Encoder was more effective than TF-IDF. We

speculate that this is due to the relative complexity of this task,

which involves disambiguating entities in the text, and the diffi-

culty of using only word counts to so. The sentence embeddings

may contain some additional information, e.g., to distinguish the

perpetrator’s gender from the victim’s. There were fewer false pos-

itives of female perpetrators killing male victims when we used

embeddings, which supports this hypothesis.

Therefore, for the Hybrid and Contextual Hybrid models for

both organizations, we used TF-IDF featurization for the police vio-

lence and Indigenous-related predictors, and sentence embeddings

for the feminicide predictors. Joint only uses one featurization,

so we compared TF-IDF and embeddings and found that the latter

worked better for both organizations. The Stage 1 results for AAPF

and SBI are shown in Tables 3 and 4 .

For both organizations, Contextual Hybrid achieves the high-

est aggregate metrics (AUROC, AUPRC), as well as the highest

Precision@100, which is a particularly relevant metric for an ac-

tivist’s use case (minimizing false positives in a finite number of

top-scoring articles). Importantly, both hybrid models performed

better than Joint, which is the baseline in which we train onemodel
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AUPRC AUROC Precision@50 Precision@100

Joint 0.881 0.913 1 0.97

Hybrid 0.902 0.931 0.98 0.96

Contextual Hybrid 0.921 0.944 0.98 0.99
Table 3: AAPF model comparison.

AUPRC AUROC Precision@50 Precision@100

Joint 0.894 0.941 0.98 0.96

Hybrid 0.913 0.954 0.96 0.95

Contextual Hybrid 0.92 0.959 0.98 0.97
Table 4: SBI model comparison.

on a single label representing the intersectional cases of interest.

The improved performance over Joint highlights that incorporat-

ing multiple annotations yields better intersectional performance.

Further, Contextual Hybrid’s success over base Hybrid under-

scores the importance of considering context. Because the feminicide

predictor in the former is trained only on articles related to the

context (e.g., only police violence articles), we can interpret it as

predicting the probability of feminicide conditioned on context. It

both reaffirms and is able to utilize our prior knowledge that these

intersectional cases manifest and are written about in unique ways.

6.2 Stage 2
For the next phase of evaluation, we launched projects on the Email

Alerts system with the Contextual Hybrid models trained for

both AAPF and SBI. For both projects, there were fewer articles

returned overall when compared with the original model before

targeted data collection (for which there were significant false

positives).

AAPF. While the articles returnedwere overall muchmore relevant

than the previous, general model, many were still false positives,

despite few false positives on our internal dataset. Specifically, of

the 37 cases returned between 12/07/21 and 12/24/21, 12 described

cases of Black women killed by the police. This finding reflects an

inherent difficulty in logging feminicides, especially for an inter-

sectional subgroup: though many Black women are unfortunately

killed by police, these victims are a small fraction of the overall

amount of violence that involves Black victims, women, and/or

police. Additionally, Black women victims are systemically under-

covered by most media outlets [78]. Compared to our relatively

balanced training dataset, real-world news media displays extreme

skew towards the “negative” article class, and hence it is nearly

impossible to match internal metrics in deployment settings. While

straightforward, this was an humbling realization to frame our

expectations during practical evaluation.

Still, we tried to improve our model by learning from this stage.

Many of the false positives made logical sense: for example, there

were feminicides committed by civilians where the article described

police arriving at the scene, or cases of female police officers killing

Black male victims (such as female officer Kim Potter killing Daunte

Wright, which had an ongoing trial during our observation period).

We collected 30 such false positives and added them to our dataset,

and retrained the hybrid models. Interestingly, their internal per-

formance decreased, with Contextual Hybrid’s AUPRC dropping

by 6%, implying that these challenge examples were difficult for the

model to adapt to. Despite lowermetrics, there was some adaptation:

when actually deployed, we observed fewer new false positives.

SBI. The returned articles from 12/01/21 to 12/15/21 were overall

much more relevant than the previous, general model, with 17 out

of 20 related to MMIWG2, and 10 out of 20 describing specific cases

of MMIWG2. The false positives that appeared included a few cases

where Indigenous men or boys were killed, but female relatives

were also involved or quoted in the article. Other false positives

included articles where the MMIWG2 movement was referenced

outside of the context of a specific feminicide case. As we iteratively

improve our models through collecting additional context-specific

positives and negatives, we imagine adding a representative set of

such false positives to our dataset to target those model weaknesses,

mirroring our process for AAPF.

Overall, for both organizations, this stage yielded important in-

sights: (1) During internal validation, a worse-performing model

on a more challenging dataset may yield more relevant articles in

practice. This connects back to considering context in model eval-

uation as in model development, since a model that appears to

perform well in a lab setting may perform worse once deployed

in its real-world context, and conversely, a model that performs

more poorly in a lab setting may actually yield strong results when

deployed in situ. (2) Our models have the most trouble disambiguat-

ing the roles of different entities in an article, which suggests that

we might want to explore other featurization options (such as in-

cluding hand-crafted linguistic features in addition to a learned

sentence embedding [80]) in future work.

7 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we describe the process of building an ML-based

system with feminist and participatory methods from the start.
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While prior approaches to addressing harmful ML systems have

focused on post-hoc technical fixes or considering user input at

discrete points in the development process, we instead pose the

more forward-facing question of how to conceptualize and design

ML systems in support of co-liberation. We consider a concrete

case study in which we co-designed datasets and machine learning

models to support the efforts of activists who collect and monitor

data about feminicide. In particular, we focus on our efforts to create

ML models to detect instances of feminicide from news media that

work well not only for the majority cases, but also for groups that

monitor specific, intersectional forms of gender-related violence.

Guided by the framework of data feminism, we demonstrate

how intersectional feminist goals shaped each stage of our process,

from problem conceptualization all the way to evaluation and de-

ployment. For example, we highlight how the goal of challenging
power led us to work with a diverse group of counterdata activists;

how the goal of considering context motivated our iterative data

collection process and contextual hybrid model architecture; or

how the goal of embracing pluralism influenced our multi-stage

evaluation focused on practical relevance for each group. We find

that the resulting models return more relevant results for two in-

tersectional monitoring organizations than a general model that

does not take context into account.

Through this process, we distill some practical lessons learned

from approaching ML with an intersectional feminist lens. A com-

mitment to intersectionality means that systems should work not

only for the mainstream, majority use case, but also for those on

the margins. In contrast to dominant values of speed and efficiency,

this requires dedicating (possibly a lot of) additional time and re-

sources towards these more specific use cases. Project plans can be

developed from the start to anticipate this additional time, reduce

the sense of urgency which often leads to overlooking marginal

identities, and appreciate the opportunity to build trust and com-

munity with impacted groups [47]. In addition to taking longer, a

truly participatory process necessarily must be iterative and on-

going. While we discuss the results of a particular set of models

here, we also understand that they are imperfect, that the needs of

our partner organizations may evolve, and that the data we deal

with may also shift substantially as reporting around feminicide

changes. We have already begun additional rounds of data collec-

tion, development and evaluation, and imagine this as an ongoing

process— not in pursuit of a “perfect” model after which we declare

the project finished, but towards a sustained, trusted collaboration

in which we can continually support activist efforts.

Looking forward, we consider the interplay between general-

izability and context-specificity. As part of the overarching Data

Against Feminicide project, we are onboarding 20 more monitor-

ing organizations into the Email Alerts system. We imagine that

there are likely to be other groups for whom our existing set of

models will not work well — in particular, those who focus on sub-

categories of gender-related violence that sit at the intersection of

many forces of domination (e.g., trans violence, feminicides of sex

workers, or Indigenous land defenders). The number of relevant

cases reported in the news media for these subcategories is also

likely to be relatively small compared to the (unfortunately) larger

numbers of feminicide. While these forms of violence are impor-

tant to understand on their own, and while we will likely need to

build separate, context-specific models for each focus, many aspects

of our approach are generalizable. For example, the iterative pro-

cess of collecting context-specific positives (beginning with cases

the groups have already identified) and context-specific negatives

(based on iteratively identifying areas for which the model is under-

specified) is generalizable to many contexts in which the positive

cases of interest comprise a highly-specific type of example.

We also acknowledge the tensions brought up by our current ap-

proach. For example, while we annotated AAPF’s data with “police

violence” and “feminicide”, we did not include a race annotation

even though their focus is specifically on Black women. While tech-

nologies exist to infer race (e.g., from names or photos), they are

often ethically fraught. As a result of excluding this information

from the dataset, the model cannot learn the specific intersectional

identity of interest. In the case of SBI, due to the difficulty of in-

ferring Indigenous identity, we primarily used articles that were

explicitly framed as an MMIWG2 case—which means our classifier

may miss out on relevant articles that fall outside of this framing.

More generally, we see an unavoidable tension in this work be-

tween classifying people with rigid categorization systems (e.g.,

race, gender) and the inherent fluidity of these categories [51, 71].

Staying with this tension is part of data feminism’s commitment

to rethinking binaries and hierarchies. It is also one of the reasons
that our system locates the ultimate decision-making power to

determine whether an article is relevant in the human activists

themselves.

Finally, for scholars who may struggle to understand the focus

on intersectional groups as the path towards universal liberation,

we wish to end with this quote from the Combahee River Collective.

They write: “If Black womenwere free, it would mean that everyone

else would have to be free, since our freedom would necessitate

the destruction of all the systems of oppression” [16]. In other

words, intersectional analysis and action are of utmost importance

to secure co-liberation— to free us all from thematrix of domination

that harms us all.
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